St Gwinear and the Baw Baw Alpine Village are linked by a permanent track of treated pine poles.

Orange arrows on these poles indicate the direction to the next pole.

**Trail Notes**

**Main Trail** follows these poles from St Gwinear carpark to Jeep Track Flat. This is wide and well-maintained, making it the easiest trail on the plateau. Stop along this trail at Viewpoint for a spectacular view of mountains to the north. (2 km)

**Gwinear Trail** continues following the pine poles over the summit of Mt St Gwinear (more great views) and on to the Rock Shelter. (2 km)

**Cascade Trail** offers an alternative to the climb up and over Mt St Gwinear as it traverses around its northern flank. (1.25 km)

**Phillack Trail** follows part of the Australian Alps Walking Track and climbs over the summit of Mt St Phillack (the highest point on the Baw Baw Plateau) then down to Phillack Saddle. This route has some steep, narrow sections making it the most difficult ski trail on the plateau. (1.25 km)

**Tullicoutty Trail** also links the Rock Shelter to Phillack Saddle but via a pleasant ascent through open valleys. (1.5 km)

**Tanjil Trail** follows the pine poles from Phillack Saddle to the Village Trail in the Baw Baw Alpine Resort. (1.5 km)

**Saints Trail** meanders between Phillack Saddle and Gwinear Saddle offering tantalising views down into Mustering Flat and some long open runs. (2.25 km)

Tullicoutty & Tanjil trails are temporary routes which are only marked during the snow season.

Ski trail classification:
- **Easiest**
- **Intermediate**
- **Most Difficult**